[Personal experiences with endoscopic polypectomies of the gastrointestinal tract].
The authors performed from 1983 86 gastrofiberoscopic diathermocoagulations and 132 colonoscopic polypectomies. The finding of the high number of adenomas in the stomach - 22.35%/63.15% in diameter to 10 mm/-is surprising. As to complications they recorded in one case mucosal bleeding after gastrofiberoptic polypectomy and in one case a covered perforation of the sigmoid at the site of colonoscopic polypectomy. The discussion is devoted to the present views of the importance of the endoscopic polypectomy in the diagnosis and treatment of polyps in the gastrointestinal tract with the accentuation of the problems of the endoscopic polypectomy from the proximal part of the digestive tube. The authors state the necessity to keep this method for removal of the gastric hyperplasiogenous polyps and the polyps to 10 mm in diameter. Finally, the advantages of the endoscopic polypectomy: unpretentiousness, no risk for patient, high diagnostic and therapeutic value and the economy, as compared with transabdominal surgical approach, are stressed.